[Cervical adenopathy presentation of adenocarcinoma of prostate].
The metastases of prostate cancer shows the regional lymphatic dissemination, being the cervical lymphatic metastases to infrequent and little reported in Literature. In the present work we contributed a new observation of this organization. We displayed a clinical case with lateral mass cervical left, abdominal pain and diarrheic. When making biopsy of cervical adenopathy reported adenocarcinoma prostate metastases. Colonoscopy with biopsy was made whose results were carcinoma little differentiated infiltrated necrotic center to rectum. The complementary studies demonstrated bilateral aortic adenopathys without injuries in thorax. Within the diagnosis differential of the cervical adenopathys in neck in adult men it must consider the prostate carcinoma, because in an early diagnosis and adapting treatment it can prolong the survive.